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A totally degenerate symmetric matrix u over a ring k gives rise to canonical 
equivalence relation on IP; x k by identification of hyperplanes, see Section 1. 
The quotient A, is a stable quasi-abelian scheme. It is a non-normal compacti- 
fication of the g-dimensional algebraic torus (.Ek x k over k. In this note it is 
described as Proj R where R is a canonical graded ring of totally degenerate 
theta functions relative to u. The explicit knowledge of R provides a point of 
departure for studying the trisecant formula for totally degenerate curve where 
u is a period matrix of the curve, see [G], 0 1. There is a chance to test the 
trisecant conjecture in the totally degenerate case. 
If k = C this quotient A, was considered as analytic space by Mumford, [Ml, 
Chap. III b, 5 5. It also appears as a special fiber in the family of stable quasi- 
abelian varieties studied by Namikawa, [N], Chap. IV. 
The general problem of the compactification of the universal abelian variety 
is discussed in [FC], Chap. VI, 5 1. 
In Section 1 the equivalence relation 7 induced by u is described. In Section 
2 notations about multi-homogenous polynomials are introduced. The graded 
ring R of totally degenerated theta polynomials is studied in Section 3. In (3.4) 
a base for the module R, of homogenous elements of R of degree r is obtained. 
From (3.6) one gets that A, is projective and from (3.7) one gets that the 
canonical mapiP: x k---f A, is finite. 
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1. Let k be a ring and u=(oii)ek gxg be a symmetric gxg-matrix with 
entries in k and such that Oii=O for all i, uij a unit in k for all i+j. 
Let (IT’, x k)g = Ipf x k be the g-fold Cartesian product of Ip, x k over k and 
Rri: (Ip, X k)g -+ IPI x k the projection onto the i-th factor. Let Ni” := (pri)-l(O), 
Ni” := (Rri)-‘(co) and xi :=prF(x), x a coordinate on IP, x k with a simple zero 
in 0 and a simple pole in 03. 
Let yi: Ni” + Ni” be the isomorphism for which Xj(ri(p)) = UvXj(p) for all 
jzi. 
The open subscheme Pf’ x k - (No U N”), No := U:= 1 N/, N” := U;=, Nim, 
has the structure of an algebraic torus for which the functions Xi, . . . ,xg are 
characters. It will be canonically identified with Gk x k. Then IPf: x k is a torus 
embedding of G& x k which means that the multiplication extends to an action 
(G:xk)x(lPf:xk)-r(lPfxk). If c=(cr,..., cg) l Gk(k) one obtains a trans- 
lation morphism t, : rPf x k + Ipf: X k for which Xi(t&)) = Ci* Xi(p). 
The inverse on G:(k) also extends to an involution r : Pf x k + IPf x k which 
is completely determined by the property: Xi(r(p)) =x,:'(p) for all PE IPfx k 
and all i. 
Let i; be the equivalence relation on IPp x k generated by the relation 
R, := ((p, yip) :p E Nim, 15 isg} and let A, be the set of equivalence classes of 
lPf x k modulo r. Denote by 71, the canonical class map IPf x k + A,. 
One puts the quotient topology on A,. For any open subset (I of A, one 
defines ~~"(Lr):={f~~~,:xk(n.-'~):f(p)=f(~ip) for all p~UnNi”,l~i~g}. 
One can check that uAk, is a sheaf of rings on A, as the glueing condition is a 
local property. 
PROPOSITION (1.1): (A,, t&J is a separated, projective, irreducible scheme 
over k and rtc, : IPf: x k --* A, is a surjective morphism. 
PROOF: The proof of (1.1) follows from the results in Section 3. A, is iso- 
morphic to Proj R by (3.6) and S is a finite R-module. Thus S is integral over 
R and S is a finitely generated k-algebra. From a theorem of Hilbert one can 
deduced that R is a finitely generated k-algebra. 0 
2. Let xlo,xll,xzo,x~b . . ..xgO.xgl be a system of 2g independent variables 
and P= k[x] the ring of polynomials in Xio,Xil, 15 icg, with coefficients in k. 
For any v=(v~,...,v~)E N2g, Vi=(vio,vil)E tN2, X" denotes the monomial 
nf=, x,~xiv;‘. Let xv : P + k denote the k-linear map which sends xj’ onto 
6, := -c 1: v=p 0: V#P’ 
The support supp(f) is defined for any f E k[x] by {v E N2g :x,(f) #O}. Let 
N,:={v~tN~~:v=(v~,..., v ), vi = (via, vii) E N’, vi0 + vii = r for all i}. If v EN,, 
v’EN~,, then v+v’EN~+~, and #N,=(r+ l)g. 
Let S,:={f~k[x] :supp(f)cN,} and S= @rzO S,. Then S is a graded ring. 
It is well known that 
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PROPOSITION (2.1): 
(i) St generates S 
(ii) Proj S is canonically isomorphic with Pf: x k := g-fold product of the 
projective line P, x k over k, if xi is identified with Xil/‘X;o for all i. 
3. Let ajo (resp. ait) be the principal ideal XiaP (resp. Xi, P) generated by xi0 
(resp. xii). Then P/aio (resp. P/ail) can be identified with the ring of 
polynomials over k in the system of variables {XjO,Xjl, 1 Ijlg} - {Xio} (resp. 
{xj09xjl, 1 ~j~gl - {Xii)). 
Let Cpi: P/ail + P/aio be the k-homomorphism for which 
Vi(xiO) =xil 
pi (Xjo) = Xjo for all j # i 
pi(Xjl) = UijXjl for all j# i. 
As uii is a unit in k, pi is an isomorphism. In order to describe the behaviour 
of pi on the monomials in P/ail, one puts for any p E tN2g, p=(pt, . . . ..ug). 
Pj”j(Pj09Pjjl)E N2: 
jti 
Ui(~) is a unit in k. Then obviously 
(3.1) ~;(Xp)=Oi(~)~X~, if /Ii()=O. 
Let R := {f E S : pi(f mod ait) =f mod eio for all i}. It is easy to see that R is 
a graded k-subalgebra of S. 
We want to construct a base for the k-module R, := R fl S,. 
Let M,:={(I,~):ZC{1,2,...,g}, peN2g, ~=(~t,**.~Z~g), pi=(pi0,pit)EN2y 
~io=~il =0 for all ieZ, pio+pil =r for all idland pier 1, pit? 1 for all ic$Z}. 
Then (3.2) #M,=rg for all r. 
PROOF: The map A4, + Ng which maps (Z, lu) onto @to, pFczo, . . . , PHI is inix- 
tive and its image is {v~N~:v=(vt,..., v,), OrviSr- 1 for all i} which is 
(41, . . . . r- l}g and this set has cardinality rg. 0 
For any aC { 1, . . ..g} one puts 
u,(p) := II ui(P) II,:= n uij. 
iea i,jsa 
i<j 
Let for any (A ,u) E A4, 
where &:=I- {a} is the complement of a! in Z and x,, := nisa Xii) xoo:= 
Iii,, xiO* 
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Now clearly e,, E S,. 
If i$Z, then e,,, = 0 mod ai1 and mod ai0 
(3.3) If ieZ, then cp;(B,, mod ait)=el,p mod aio. 
PROOF: For any ac(l,..., g}, iea, one has 
~i(xal)=Oi(cr)~xal where Ui(o) := n Uij and qi(Xd)=xd 
jcu 
One can identify 81,fl mod air with xp. CoC,,iga oh. o,(p). x&rx&, and thus 
~i(eI,,modail)=Ui(~).X~~~,U~. U,(P)* f(a)X~“(i),,X~-(i},O. 
i*CZ 
because ~i(X,l ‘X~o)=X,U{i},~.X~_{i},O if i$G!. 
Now obviously 
u,’ ui(a)=n,o{i} Ocf(Fc)* ui~Pu)=“~U{i}(P) 
and thus pi(8,, mod ail) is equal to 
which is obviously t91,fi mod aio. q 
PROPOSITION (3.4): {et,,) : (I, ,u) EM,} is 0 k-h%’ Of R,. 
PROOF: 
1. For any VEN,. let Z(v):={i:l~i~g, Vio,VilE{O,r}}. If vEsupp81,p, 
then obviously Z(v) = I. 
2. LetfeR,, f= ~veN~~y~“#O, ZC(l,..., g}. 
We claim that f’:= C,(V)=, c,x”~R, and that f’=c. 8,, for some CE k, 
(LP) EM,. 
IfZ(v)=Z, thereisacZandfiuE2g such that (Z,~)EM, and xy=x~~x~lx~o 
with~:=Z-a.Foranyi~Z,i~a,onegets~i(XV)=c~x~~x~~~i~,1~X~-~i~,O 
for some constant CE k*. Applying this equation several times one gets 
f’=cA. etI,,) where I is the unique element such that Z(A) = Z(v), Air = 0 
for all i$Z(v). This is true because the coefficient of the monomial 
XP *xi0 in e,, is equal to 1 = ul;. u&f). 0 
PROPOSITION (3.5): For each point p E Ipf x k = Proj S there is f l R, such that 
f(P)#O. 
PROOF: Let Z:={i: lSi<g,xi(p)=O or Xi(p)=w} andZco:={iEZ:x,(p)=O}. 
If acZ, the form xal .xao, d:=Z-a, vanishes on p iff a#Z-IO. 
This is because xal(p)=O iff anZo#O and xao(p)=O iff &n(Z-Zo)fO. The 
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only subset (Y of Z for which (r fl Z. = 0 and d ft (Z-Z,) = 0 is the set (r = I- I,, as 
(I-Z,)=Z,. 
If (Z, ,u) E A4, and f = 19,~ one gets that f(p) # 0. 0 
Because of (3.5) the inclusion RC S gives rise to a morphism ?r : Pf x k= 
Proj S + Proj R. 
PROPOSITION (3.6): Proj R is canonically isomorphic to (Pf x k) mod 7. 
PROOF: 
1. Let p eNirn. We want to show that X(P)= rC(yi(p)). 
The ideal of forms in S vanishing on Ni” is aio fl S. The ideal of forms 
in S vanishing on N: is ait n S. The isomorphism p;: P/ail -+ P/aio re- 
stricts to an isomorphism p’: S/a;, fl S--t S/aio fl S and Proj (v,!) = yi if 
Proj S/a;, n S is identified with N: and Proj S/aio t-t S is identified with 
N;" . 
If f E R, and f(p) = 0, then (fmod aio)(p) = 0 and 
(fmod a;i)(r;r?) = &fmod ail)(P) = (fmod eio)(R) = O. 
The argument can be reversed to show that f(p) = 0 if f(yi(p)) = 0. It 
shows that n(p) = n(y;(p)). 
2. From 1 one gets that if’(n(p)) is the union of r-equivalence classes and 
that n factors over the canonical map [Pf x k --f [Pf x k mod ‘I;. 
3. In order to show that ~‘(n(p)) is a r-equivalence class it is enough to 
show the following: let p,p’~ (Pf x k) - N” such that n(p) = I. Then 
p =pf. 
Let K={k: lIlSg:Xi(p)=O} and K’={k:l<kSg:Xi(p’)=O}. It was 
shown in the proof of (3.5) that 6’ CK,flJ(p)#O if (K,~)EM,. If there is a 
k’EK’, k’$ K, then 8,,,,(p’) =0 which is not possible as n(p) = z(p’). 
Thus K’CK. Interchanging K and K’ gives the result that K= K’. For 
any ie K there are (K, ,u), (K, ,a’) E AI3 such that xfl’/xp’=xj. Then 
(Q,#(K,&(P) =X;(P) and (0 o,,/B,,,S,)(p’) =Xi(p'). This shows that 
p=p’. 
4. As rr is surjective, (3.6) is proved. Cl 
PROPOSITION (3.7): S is a finitely generated R-module. 
PROOF. Let E be a finite system of generators for the k-module Si @S, and 
S’ the R-module generated by E. 
We claim that S’=S. 
Let xfl be a monomial in S,, p=(,~i,...,p~), pj=(pcio,,uil). Z@)=Z= 
{i: 1 liSg,pio or iui* =O}. 
We show by using induction on #Z that X~ E S’. 
If #Z=O, then xP~RR,cS’. 
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If r=2, then S,cS’ and thus we may assume r-2 3. 
We choose E=(E~,..., Ed), E; = (E;O, Eil) E lN2, such that EiO + Eil= 1 for all i in 
such a way that E+P’=,u for some P’E N2g, P’=(,u;, . . ..P& ~j=(,ui~,~i~) and 
such that ~62 I, pi, 2 1 for all ie1. This is possible since pio+pil? 3. Let 
U=(V,*...,Vg)y ViEiN 
Vi := 
{ 
,ul: if$I 
0: ie:I’ 
Then f?,, E R,_ 1 and xP -x’B~,~ is a linear combination C c~x’, c,, E k, with 
I(A)Sj1. As X’ES one gets x~ES’. q 
As a corollary to (3.7), one gets that the canonical map fPf x k + A, is finite. 
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